ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

STYLE: SINGLE POLE, IGNITION TRANSFORMER
PRIMARY VOLTAGE: 120 VOLTS, 60HZ
SECONDARY: 10,000V. AT 22MA.
START OF SECONDARY GROUND TO CORE & CASE
RATING: 250 VA.
INSULATION CLASS: 180° C
TEMP. RISE: 80° C
MAX. AMBIENT TEMP: 120°F (49°C)
AGENCY APPROVALS: UL. LISTED FILE #E12339
CSA CERTIFIED FILE #LR560

REV: C  TITLE: OUTLINE FOR A 250 VA., 1 PH., 60 HZ.
REV: B  IGNITION TRANSFORMER
REV: A DRAWN ON CAD BJA 6/20/03

DONGAN ELECTRIC
MFG. CO.
PIONEER TRANSFORMER CO.

SCALE: DO NOT SCALE
FOR DIMENSIONS ONLY

MADE BY  JREL  9/15/88
CHECKED & APPROVED

TOLERANCES
DECIMAL DIMENSIONS ±.005
FRACTIONAL DIMENSIONS ±1/32

PART NUMBER  A10–LC6X
DRAWING NUMBER  IO–641